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./Data-based IEP Development:
,

An Aphroach to Substantive CompliAnce*

14

e

..Aa never before, (special) educators are being called upon to-docu-
g.

. .

Me14,t the effectiveness Of.modifications in Ole programs of individual

A 1
.

' students. State and federal regulations designed to ensure procedval

"safeguards for the right to due process require:thae decisiOns to phange
. , .

*
.

.

a program be based an evidence regarding whitis best for the Ehdent. .

I)

.
b

4/ 0

The outcomes af due process hearings frequently turp on the . ata that is

.4

presented by partiee involvedin te hearing: Distribution of.money

allocated for speaaf'education services is basedon the sufficiency of
.. ( .

assessment prpcedures use in determining eligibility. At die same time,

the measures thae educatora knd psychologist; have traditionally used to

,. .. .
. . .

assess exceptional students have been criticized as biased, technically
i

.
.

inadequate, and apprapriate for groups rather than.individuals (Ysseldyke,

, 979).

.0ne important effect of the demand for atcountability and.doclmeh-
,

.'tation ih poking IEP decisions.has,been excessive concern ove'r compliance
0

with the procedural requirements of P.L. 94-142 and 4.ts regulations, with '

P.
some loss in concern for .Substsyntive compliance (Ptehm & McDonald, 1979).

4

While.procedural.comp ance sure s (as.gome wlts have.put it) "staying

outiof jail," it s riot g arantee substantive compliance -- the.dkvelop-

ment of'a Succe sful progr m for an individual student. The distinction
,

betweeh pro dural arid su stantive compliahce is important because it

reminds s that it ii posible urmeet the lettei of the law without peet-
.

ing tsintênt.

Some of the essential ideas presented here are based ori concepts in Data-
- Jiased- a ram Mo ific tion by S. Li.Deno and P. k. Mirkin (Reston, Va.!

Counci for Exception r Children,'1977). 4

a
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For a'pèriodv4 seven years, we (Deno & Mirkin, 1977) have been

,4
* developing a structured, -data-based approach to developing individual ".

1
educational Trograms that derives from the evaluation wide]: developed

.

by the Center for the Study of Evaluation (Klein, Fenatermacher, & Aiken,

v

1971),,and that rests heavily on the research methods used tO study.

treatment effects with single subjects (Hersen'& Aarlbw, 1976). The

details of_that'approach, which-1,v call "Data-Based 'program Modifica-

tion (DBP4)," are beyond the scope of this papei-. Me will, instead,

present only the major elements of the approach as they apply to
r

xieveloping an IEP for a single special education student, -We believe

. that thirapproach results in both procedural and substAntive compliance

with the requiremertts of,P.L. 94-142.N
k,

1 .

Major Assumptions
4

DiP* js based several critical assumptions about special educa-
.

tion services:

1. ,Special ducation is an intervention system, designed to

proguce changes in the educational programs bf selected
,

individuals.

t 2. The purpose of special education intervention is to improve

individual'educational programs.

3. The chance that any change in an individual's program will

actually be an improvement is low enough, to require that we
1

.should continuously evaluate:the effects of program changes.
41P-

Elements ofthe DBPM. Model

Within DBPM ther,e are identified five decision areas and five

r

4



concomi.tant'Vata ga hering.phases. Each decision areh addresses a

diffetent program

3

4 .

elopmene question at1 l. requires data ghthering as

,
the basis forcdecisiOn making. w .

. 4 \
t

i

Table 1,idehtifies Ole questiops to be answerct and the datato be
.. .

ghttiered 'during each pf the five ogram phases in relaion to.the five.
.

decision areas: It should be noted.that the information gathering Skti-
..

'vities that are specified ate often the responsibp.ity of ohe or more

persons. Decision making, hbwevet, is always colAborative and involves

',people and values as wefl as numbers,-

VP.

A.

Iftsert Table 1 abouChere

A general overview of.the data gathering and decision-making activi-

.

ties Are,detcribed

-Ptblem Selection: What are the proVems that Provided impetus for the

referral ahd implv'the need for program modification and special edupation'

service?

This phase. typitally Uegins when a student s initially referred for

consideration for special education .service. The problems precipitaiing
4

the referral and specified on the- referral form are the basis fyr structured
,i. .

(interviews wh the student, his/her teachers, parents, and other c ngerned.

individuals.. Ea:ch person is asked
1

to rauk order the iipportanct of the
,

0

academic and social 1:lehaviors that precipitated the,-referral. A sample

ptioriry tankinedorm is shownrim Figurg 1. This,list establishes an
7

objective basis for defining the problem(s) specified'in the referral

statement and provides the direction'for subsequent assessmeuts. The

V
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important assumptioR iA7J the student's performance on school-re lated
-L.,

tasks is what leads t teacher'sl'opinion that the studerit is

suctessful or unsuccess Assessment is thus'directed to specific

school curriculuitrather than to generalizedareas.of difficulty ir,Ithe

patterns of disabili
,

rt Figure 1 about 'here

priority rankings provided by the persons most directly inVolved.

. -

with the student"(including the student) g uide initial datg-gathering
-.

activities. These 'consist primarily oT determining both Che itudent's

current level of proficiency in'the prioritized curriculum areas and the

expectations for desired'performance in these areas as expressed by
A /

teachets, parents, school recuirements,,and the student on' the priority

ranking form:. Assessment of this type has the advantage of placini(the

student within an instructional,sequence. At, the same time, it eliminates

the gap between traditional diagnosis and remediation that is so trouble-
.

some to educators.

One important value of DBPOis that ccintinuity of.data collection is
. /

preserved from tbe initial.assessment through program modification to

. outcome evaluation. Thus, the same t'ype of data Which led to )udgments 4
../

that a discrepancy existed are used to make iuOmenrs about whether a

program is working, and finally, whether the program has been successful.

This continuity contrasts sharply with systems.for modi ying programs pat

rely on measurements of performance unrelated.to actual classroom per-.

fbrmance (e.g., indiVidual ,stapda0ized tests) and that' usually'obtain
'1 4

data only at the beginning 'and enI,ofa program.

4k

(
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tn many schodl systems, it is not uncommon for a student's eltgi-

bility for special education servies to be determined by school
, , '

psychologiAt or other professional who works outside of the classroom

setting and bases eligibility judgments on,,stakdardIzea,inielligence

or perSonalitY t'ests. If the stddent is declared eligible fo'r the
0

sii.ecial services, he/she must be "reasseSsed" by special educators; sin0

-

they must determine the kind of intervention to organize for.the stu-
,

dent, they may use
r
some kind of standardized achievement test .as the .

pasis for theirAkidgments. During the intervention period,*the special

,
, ) .
eduator cbllects the available data on the student!s perfrormance; \

.,
,..,

these data generally are generated by clasi?Nm exercises and the
,

.

. . . .

. .teacher'S judgmeAs then, another standardized.achievement test' may
a

be used to measure the student's achievement-upon program comple4ibri.
. i

. .

Each set.of restresults used to assess the student's performance is a
. 4

discrete unit that 4as nothing to* with preeedin or succeeding test
- ,

4 7
V

results. ln fact, what is eing measurel may be differentes in the

' Various test tasks rather than differences in the student's performance..

Some examples of the types of data collected iindei- traditional approaches

and the WPM model are presented in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 qoutehere

Communicati9n problems among personnel responsible for.decision

V
making are exaeerbated in the traditional approach by the lack of con-

tinuity, and iocu; in data-collection activities. Further, the lack of

*'
comparability in tasks used to measure performance throughout the-program

4

modification makes it difficult to make valid judgments about program

q.
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.

effectiv4ess. Finally, pre- 4nd posttesting of students, even when tAe

A
smile instruments-are used, cannot be used 4s an evaldation,depign.

*,

t'

,- .

k
'Although the example in Table is an oversimplification, 14 de-

. .
.

.

.

,Att.

ftifets the grehter decree of continuity tn.the data used for decision
..--nt

_

.
.

',making in DBPM, and the potential ?Orr clearer communication among all

.
, ,,,,

persons ihvolved in the program Modification. process. The formulation

. +
also fits with. the notion that.the problem is no% a condition rePiding

.,
.- .. .

. 'y t ,

within the student; rather, the problem is the discrepancy that exists

between the itujent'uctual performance and the performance desired
.

from him/her. The eligibility decision revolves around agreement on .

what the problems ate and how important they'are, based on the Briorities

that aresestablished, and th e. distrepancy data that are gathered. The
4.0*

magnitude of the discrepancy and the.perceived importance of .the parti-

cular cdrriculum o the individuiil ttudent enter into the decilkon.
.

HoweVer, if alsois the responsibiliiy of individual school districts to

prioritize goalsjbr programs as well as for individual students. These

lso mime be considered in the elidbility decision.

gram Selection:* What program plan is likely to be least restrictive'

and yet effedtive in solving the referrer's probleps?

Program plans nkist adequately refleci the concerns expressed during

problem selection. The eXhaustive.nature of these activities can.be

justified only if the resulting plan i more appropriate far the stu-
.

dent and satisfactlOv to student, parents, and teachers than would other-

*.;\vise have occurred. Ag eeing bp4 program selection therefore involves

a written plan that priecifies (a). the curriculum al)eas in wOch sig-
.

nificartt discrepancies have been identified, (b) long hnd short-range



.

ructional goals for each diScrepancy selecced,/(c) proceddres for

7

. mea suring progress qn goals'on regular basis daily or weekly),

(d) at 'least two teachtng strategtes to '6e trted in an effort/to reduce
. ,

identified performance discrepancies, and.(e) -administrative'arrangements
. .

,

\
., .

, 4
.

, .to be.dsed. ..,.
I I

.

The basit assumption in the development .of altefnative terhing

strategies is that the dhances of :solving a problem successSully are

increased if multiple*solutions, rather thin lust one solutian, are
. - .

available. No problem ever has just a "single solution
"

; a number of
.;

alt ernative 4olut1ons can be devised for alipost any problem and eacii
. .

. offers some possiWity of success.

The creationoof alternative adkutions.11 an imPortant characteristic

of DBPM. It emphas izes an experimental approach to educational problem

gollang. . The uniqueness of each individual, as well as our.present

state of knowlellr in special education1 dake it iipossible to predict

the specific effects of any single change or get of chaingeat. on the in-..
.

dividual. If. alternative changes are devised and considpred during

programplanning, then these alternatives can be testled to-find the
.

1program ttfat is* most sucgessful and to obtain cumulatiye benefits through

prqgressive oupdifications in theexisting progra . Fur-

.tiermore, b$ making explicit the prokam plan,as tell.a tiZe ch pges to

made in a student's eduCational p rogram, accountability and.shared

responsibility are ingreased by establishing a mutual commitmeqt tO a

common goal, making public ,whO is responsible for the program decision,

how those decisions are made/ an/d Wien program changep
/
wikl bd initiated.

The key or central eleMent of successful DBPM is the graphed record

of student de4elopment on the identtied discrepanciesthat SI the

Ltu

W

V*
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focus of.the program. A graph of observd development over time (time

series data) proVfdes the information needed to 75..ke critical decisions
Po'

about the student's movement 6-om vast to kes'ent status in the program

%of instructico. Further, it affords some baL s for predicting Luture

developmenf,under different InstrUctional, m fivaiioñal, and/or ad-

ministrative arrangementt.' In the4ng rtin, thegr'aphed.relation een

i

changes in thestudent's devetopment and changeslin the program
. .

ides
,-

the data 6se tor meiking.ealuativey.jUdgments about-special education

U.

intervention.
1.. e

In DBPM,, two basic graphs ar used to display.daily, weekly, and

monthly data:

1. ilogress (or Mastery) Graphs
.

2. Performance'dtaphs
<

Progress (or mastery) graphs. _A progress (or maste ) gph is
Al

constructed to display the time a studenf takes to mast (usually,

ered over timb in terms of sequence an0or complexity) of instructional

.o4ject1ves. In constructing the graph, the series-of objectiv s on which
ft`

fhe student is'working and the rime in which they are expect to be

achoieved is shown'on the ordinate (up the left sidd);:the time in which

the student working on the objeCtives is shown on the abScissa (across

the bottom). A point-is Aotted at tte intersection of the relevant

vertical fime line And horizontal objectives line whens-Imastery has

occurred., Points are 'plOtted sequentially and connected; the.result

is a.liqe showing thellne-to-ohe Alation betWeen time of mastery and

A

stime in school.

c

The progress graph can be used in any classroom or program in which

c.*%,

OP

4q.
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.

. 9 ."'..

k , .
,

specified tasks tq be matktered can. 47e identified tn relation to time.
. ..../ N s . u

.
Thetasks may be objectives tffat are indepenAnt of any particular

. , )S. .
. ' . . . ,

..

. ,

.iiculpm, or ihey may be requirements embedded w,ithin a particular cur-
I :

. . . I

.

't ric4111,.. seqURnee... In. the objegtiyes7based approach; where...the tps1s.s
.

, . I II ? .. 4 .

aTe independ tpf AparticUrar currionlum,..the sequen of objeettmes

.
,

r .
.

.p.

to be attalAeld-art&the time allotted for attainmenC\arR laid Outio the
. .

I. .

. . .

, .

*ord pinate, And the da7, weeks,* or nnths of 'schOol atte ndance are_liated

-
.

. , r

. on the.absciasa. In the%specific curriculudand 'qurriqulum-Saquencf .

.
.

t 6 .

approach, the abscissa -ts also labeled bor-tilltd in sch00.l by.dajtsol..7eeker' .

-,...
. 0 1

Qr. months erid the ordina; OW9. urridculum sequepce and tife'qime ""
t .

?' .
.

1
A 0

"
.. .. .

allotted for attainient of each1 oftheequence. Figure 2 illustratea. .
0. :

. .,.-
.

roaGhes. ..

*

41

.07

r so
tile graph organizations for\the

±

Insert Figure 2 about here.,
1.

i

. /,'
.6

In both approaches, the'graph is a square draWn on equal-interval
, . . ..

,. -.

pap. On, both axes, the same numbea of lines are marked to fepireserq
1

. .
,

.. -,-, ,,

01 . - .

',.equal time periods. On tfle vertical axes, the tasks,are spAded kCcordlitg
. . , .

...

e- .. .

to,the mastery time expected qf average students in. t4e curriculum.
,.7 ' ..

.

.
. ,

...,

A.
'

us, the'eaph
e

is otganized so tharfor the average student the level
*p.

-

..s! f_..... . .
-

.

00eprogress (maatery) is onR to one: For each week, month, or year ln

,t4ie. program the'average stddent is Rxpected to master the number of

,

tasks designafed for that week, month, ar year.. If achievement of

:average students is.p,lotted week by week, lion J)y. month,H"and year by

.

,,yesr, the line connecting these points is a. dfagonal from the lower
).

left corner tO.ths upper right corner ot the graph.

1
I.

3 .

..

\-
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10

For the the progress level usually differs from the

one-to-one rati6 because, lly, he/she has not achieved a week's,

month'g, pr year's progresstn the designated time period. Thus°, when
S.

the target-student's mastery level is'plotted on the graph, ,the dig-, ,

. 4

.6r3pancy between his/her rogresg, and that of average students is

..
r #

,

graphically filustrated by the Itenge of progress points-from the

diagonal line of average 'progress.

Performance graphs. A performance graph is iesigned to display how

a student's behavionchanges on a

00

an age/grade appropriate test"

single task, such as "oral reading frm

'

or "off-task behavior during work tim.e," over

time. On the performance graph, the abscissa again'shows the time An days,

weekg,-or months-of the program during which measurements are made. The

ordfnate simply shows ehe level of performande on that single task'on a.

day when.that performance was measurecic. in Figure 3(a), the ordinate

(vertical axis) shows the number of words read correCtly and incorrectly.
0

per minute; in Figure 3(b), the ordinate shows the number of off-task

behaviors pet- minute during work time.

Insert Figure , about here

. Either'etNal-interval or equal-ratio graph paper can be used in de-
.

\."veloping performance Eraphs, depending Op."which is preferred or more use-

,

ful. In both forms, the vertical lines represent calendar dates. On

-
equal-interval graph paper, the equally,spaced norizontal lines can be

desiEgted to represent a number, percentage, or rate (frequency). on

a

_equal-ratio Mph paper,. thd horizontal lines are so drawn that.perform-
.

ance changes which are proportionatefy.equel/are visualized 'as rqual,/

,

4.

Since a change in behavior from 2 to 4 is-a "two times" increase (i.e.,41- Y.

S.
2. x 2 is shown as equal to a change in behavior from 50 to,100,

, !,(1
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which is also A "two times" increase (i.e., 2 x 50 = 100).

Equal-ratio(graph.paper is semilogarithMic (multiply and divide)

rather dan additive and,has been popula rtzed,erough.Yrgeisionjeaching
f'S )

as the Standard' Bthaviorphart (Pennypacker, Koenig, & Lindsley, 1972).

yhat is often obscured in ?scussionsabout Che relative-merits of equal-

interval L4 equal-ratio graph paper is that both disp10 the ressults sof
,

regular and frequent measurement of student performance over time. Both

are designed to permit analysis of time series data. The'oply real dif-

ference between the two is that equal-interval gra'ph' paper emphasizes

4

absOlute differences and equal-ratio graph paper.emphasites.relative

differences.

Choosing the right graph.. Whether a uogres's (mastery) graph or a

`,
_Jimariorumnce graph fs Used depends solely oil the kind'of data needed to.

make.program modifiéation decisOng: Iff9therate at which a student is

mastertng a set, of taskA is,i4bortant, then a progress.graph is most-
.

useful. If chaeges,in level of pe'rformance on individual tasks are more

important, then performance graphs Are likely t,p be Most helgful. 'Many

"pachers devekp ana maintain both kinds of graphs because they'are in-

terested in both kinds of data.

Listed in Figure 4 are'some examples of behaviors which can be

/rted on performance and progress graphs. Note,that the level of

specificity in the'examples increases with the frequency of measurement.

Insert, Figure 4 about here

. 4

Abs'cissa. The chbice of time period fOr the construction of the

graph depends upon the length of t he curriculum and the pinpointed bel

haviors. _Monthly progress graphs can 'be constructed for curricula of
4

15
4.

4
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1
4

.

, any length, depending on how many years'each currigulum spans. .0r;

a progress graph of the appropriate time period (1/2 year or 2.years)

could be madefdr any part of the curriculum. If a math prograt were

'to'extend over two .yeaes, the monthly progress graph would be constructed 4

for that perfod. Graphs to recotd Weekly or daily rates of progreSs and

performance work best when.they are limited to peripds of one school

year or less.
. #4

Descrilfing discrepancies visually. On a progress or performance

graph, it is possible tO illustrate visually "the discrepancy between

did referred studerit's prliwgress or performance and that of histher.peers )
.

. /

Whb are progressing or performing conarsteat with cultural expectations
.

and, h Jence, ate considered to be 'average." I/

TIV weekly progress graph shoWn in Figure 5, for examp],e, visually

illustrate-4 the'disCrepancy between' desired mastery level fOr average

4
students on a set of math .categories and the referred student's actpal

mastery level on the same set of categories..
. ,.. , *

,
,

,

.

Insert Figure 5 about here

et.
0

The daily performance graph shown in Nigure 6 is a visual repre-

sentation of the discrepancy between the number of words read per minute
.4

in a textbook by average stdents and the number read per MInute by the

target student. (For reasons of spaceOhe graph has been cut down.)

Insert Figure 6 about. here

The visual display of discrepancies uspally provides a Measure for
,

communicating most cfearly with staff, parents, and child. Many decislofiS

*..
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0
can be i'et4ed on viSual displays alone. When more ptacise informalpion is

required, however, the discrepancy alSo can.be described numerlcally.
0

--
Describing discrepanciewnumerically. To compute a numerical dis-

.

crepancy for a 'progress graph, twoItems of information are needed:
4

1. The desireddevel of progress, (mastery) on the set pf tasks

(i.e., the curriculum'units or bbjectives) for a'reference

group Of students (usually the average of the same Eiged peers).

2. The actual Aevel of prbgress'(mastery) of the referred student

on the set of tasks:

'When the.desiredand actual levels of.proAress have been determ n

e,

the diSer4aficy rat io, whiCh is the relative difference between the wo

levels, is easily computed by dividing the higher level of mastery/by

the lower,leve14. The result of this divisidn always yields a number t

is greater than or equal to 1.0.and specifies the number of times on

Nptogress lever is greater than another. Ordinarily, the result t

how many times faster ihe average,student is.progressing t rough ir per=

forming on Ihe set of tasks than the referred student.

In Figure 5 an individual student's mastery of math obj tives was

A

plotted. To determine the discrepancy ritio for thif stud t foltow.

the numberea steps.
*f

Step 1. Determine Actual Level oi Progress., This evel is the

number of weeks (months or years) of progress achieve n tM time al-
.

ready-spent in the instructional program. In PiguI 7, we see that the

).

-

student has been'ip the program'for 16 weeks. In hat time,he/she has

mastered Level I material, which is equal,to fiv weeks of progress for

average students.

Insert Figure 7 about h

4
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A .

S.tels,2. ,Determine °Desired Level of Progress. Degired.progress is'-. ,._ .

-' 4.
. .

ono week for each week in the program. (If ,the graph were developed

for unital'of.dais, months, Or years, desired progress would be expressed

apcord1n104. The important point is that on progress graphs the relation

is. alwaye one to oneAne`unit of progress for one unit'of time.) In

1'i'gure7,..0then, a stuknt who hAs been in the prograp for 16 weeks should

'have mastered 16 weeks of work (in this case, Level III in the curriculum).

.Step 3.. Compute the Discrepancy Ratio. Thq higher level of prog-
,

ress must be divided bylhe lbwer level of\progress. The ormuia'is:.

Laiger Number (Level of Progfe
Discrepancy Ratio =

,

.Smaller Numbki, CLevel ot,Pro ess)

16 weeks
= 3.2 tpimos

5 Weeks
4: Mk., 4

i

'
,

Sinoe,the 4iscrepincytatio tells.how winy times kAter one level of ,

,

progress'Is thgn another, the derived 3-.2 indicateslhat gtudents prog-
\

ressing at the de'sired rate& are progressin 3.2 times faster than the

target student. (Conversely, the.torget student is progressing.3.2. tims

slower than the desired rate.of progress.)

To comOute the discrepancy for a performance graph, two additional

items of information are rieeded:

1. The desired (usually the median
1
) level of peiformance pf

'A

I.

average studeAts on the skill or behavior of interest.

2. The aqtual (median) level.of performance of the referred

student prior to program oodification.

1
The median is the Score that'divides the distribution into halves:

K
50% of the scores fall below .the median and 50% aboVe. The Me4ian,
along with the mode and mean, are measures of centfal'tendency. Any
of these measures may be used but the medlian is pieférred. because it
Is less sensitive to extreme iscores relaeively easy to compute.

1 8

eP
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%The proced re u ed to compüte the performance discrepancy ratio is

the same as f iirogress,discrepandy ratio: Divide the higher level

0

of performanc by he lowero.The'result is a number greater than 1.0

ohat indicates th
/

than the ótl-ie'r.

.
number of times greater one level of performance isA

n4

In figu're 6, an individual student's performance in oral reading was

-
plotted. ,The d strepancy ratio in oral reading performanc4etween.this

, .

11

student aihd av rage stuclents tn the class is computed as follows:
A

Stj 1 aetermine Actual Level of Perfprmande. There are 11 data
_

point4 Øn Fi tire 6 for the referred student's performance in oral reading.

i

When welord r these numbers fro'm low to high -- 48, 49, 50, 52, 52, 52,
a

60, 66, 70 75 --, we find that the median (or mOdle numgea) is 52. This .'
! .

. ''''', Vc,

.,

is adival (baseline) performance for the referted studept. Note that 'J.f
/

1

.

1 ..,

onl/ y one ampla"Cof performance had been available, we might have a some-

r
what.dif erent picture of this stUdent's performance level in oral .reading, .

\ .

dejfendi g upon which day testilig was done: /

St p 2.. determine Desired Level of Performance. Median performance
_

S

1

for a erage students in the kholl in oral reading is 100 words per

e ,This is deSiredeperformance.
ct

Seep 3: 'Cothnute the Disdrepancy Ratio. The higher level of perform

an e must be divided by Ow lower level of performance.

Larger Number (Level of Performance)
Discrepancy Ratio

Smaller Number (Level of Performance)-

100
e' 1.9 times

-52

In this case, the discrepancy ratio tells ^us that students who are

readtng orally at the desired level are performing 1.9 times faster than

a

tf.
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the referre4 student (or the,referred student'is 1:9 times slower).

Another example.is where desired performance = 20/min. and actuqe

petlformance = 20/min.

In this case:

Larger Level of Performacce 20/min. .

tSmaller Level Of PerforMancl 201min:7
1 time

4us, there is nodiscrepancN. I.f desired performance = 30/min. and

.1,

. I

-actual perforniance = 60/min.:

q,arger'Levgl of Performance 60/min.
Smaller Level of. Performance 30/min.

=.2.times '

t.

Thus, actual performánce is 2 times faster tan desired perforthAnce.

Program Operationalization

I.

9 .1

1

Once a program has been."oper tionalized," four key.élet
,

ents must
. * , 4

<
,

. .

- be observed.

1. Goals must be crearly identified 'arid t)rogreSs on the goalS>ust

be measured frequently. A majov reason. for instructional failures is.

that goals are'only generally defined and nrogre s is measured only

occasionally (Bohq(inon, 1975; Hofmeister & Crutifher, 1975: JenikAns &

Gorrafa, 1974). Although teachers often belielie that daily interaétion

with students provides sufficient basis for evaluating student progress,

1
t

the belief is founded on faith,'not facts. coal setting And measurement

are essential torany attempt to ch.4nge students' progress/performance.

2. A program must be held constant long, enough for its.effects to

appear. When teachers decide to initiate new programs for children

with leaging difficulties, it is not unusual for them to change differ-

ent aspects of the programs on an almost daily basis in their zeal to

make a difference in the'children4*-progress/perforniance. Such frequent
, -
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. .
,

changeb- ih'instruction are self-defe4ing, however, for two reasons: .

.
fi.

(A the effegts or the changes cz;nnot be val.uated, Und eb)6any Oten-
,

. .

. tially ynefIcia4 change may be discarded before itAridentified.
.

/
.

m 140ften, teachers attempting DBPM for the first time find it drfficult
_ . b$ . . ,s, '--1,

'to be.consistent in daily instruction Because they feel-frustrated when
.

, .

4 ' c4

imrdediate results are $16; apparent. Yet, 4ipnce they con er these ini-
,

tial frustrations, the same, teachers find it pos ble Iblearding to

:adhareto systematic consistency. /

, \
.

.

3,0 Data should be used to make pr%gram-change degtsiorw,'but some
. ,

,

aspects of tile prograim should be changed'every 15 school days.(3 weeks)

or after 15 data oints whichevei com%jmuLs . Wd recommend as a-
.

, .

,

"rule of thumb" that .some'aspéct of the p'rogram 1;se changed 'every 15

school days or data points, regardless of how well the program may be
6

.This recommend6tion is not difficult ,to follow, given Chat most

.A

teachers change many aspects of programs daily. However, it may be.

'tempting to,hold a program constant when a change is leading to problem

solution,. Still, we cannot know whether a current p.r.ogram is the best

possible line unless we regularly (every 15 days or data points.) make

changes in At leak some aspect-of the program to see whether an i m-
.

prqVement is possibld. Simply increasing or decreasing the amount of

ad

me that is spent each day on a particular ilstructional activity,is

af4change,1 and it may lead to improvement. When a change is made that

decreases progress toward goaI attainment,, it is reasoThrle to change

back to the previous more successful prägram.
.

.

. 4. Periodically review program activities to insure that the

A

progrim is being implemented according to plan and is agreed upon by
4

1

4

21
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those concerned ith the referral. The effectiveness of a carefully
. .

.
.(

ylanned and sele dprogram can be tested only if it is fully imple-

mented. Often, a true test of a program is not made because the PeoP le

who are responsible for cafryi.ng out Iportant aspectp have not done

so according.to the plan. With periodic:reviews, the extent to whicp ,

the pi-6gram

,

4
.4

as p Armed is being implemented ca4 be

4

differences which arek detected can be reconciled.

increase the likekihood that an adeqUate test

evaluated and any

Periodic reviews

of a potentially benefi-

clal prograi will be made. In addition,,by formalizing coimunication

among the persons interestea In the Student's progress, periodic reviews

prompt and icAnforce the sharing of respansibility'that was iniEiated .

adt4ng problem and program selection.

."

Program Improvemwt: Does Xhe program as implemented appear,to be moving

toward problem solution?

N tone can predict with certainty the specific program4changeS that

(1will eliminate an academic or social discrepancy;'quch changes can be.
I

'identified only throUgh the 'systematic 'teSeing of alternatives. In
41

contrast tO teaching as-it is oftliarily conducted, DBPM 'is a continuous

evaluXion design in.which programs are deliberately changed and the

effects of each change are campared
,

with the effects of previous-program

changes. Such comparisons enable objective deciaions to bf Made about'

. 4V

which changes lead most rapidly to problem solution iand which-do not. '

t . .

4
When programs incorporate the data-based prdeures outlined gere,' they'

have an'levolutionary quality; that is, successful changes survive and

become a part of the program.while unsuccessful changes fall out. The

net.iesult of such ,an approach is the construction of a progiam that
0

4

9 0
k.

4.4
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is.cumulative in it's effeceon problem resolution.
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J

The following review of the procedures that produce these cumulative

benef.fts adds two steps for progress-evaluation (Steps 5 and 6).

1. During5orob1em selection,'co duct an initial assessment of'

. perfOrmance discrepandies to,clarify t ilroblems, exist and to aid in
. . , , ks .

determining Worities among Problems. The data collected during ini-
. ..

...,

. .

.. ' i.r

tial a'ssessment should establish a baseltne against which subsequent
.

11.

program modifications can-be tested. Continuity in progrAm-ming is.es-

tablished as the data collect,ed initially are the same data that'Ere,.

used in later.program evaIuat n decisions.

, .

2; buring program planning, carefully develop a plan containing

several al,ternative rogram changes that,may lead to problerg.isolution.

Attempt,to predict there/ative cost and effects of different alternatives,

and develop the attitude that whq.t'we try first may work, but if it does

,.

not, we have other solutions to test.

3. -During program implementItion, undertake implementation etalua-
. , ,

.

.*
tion to insUre that the program which was sdlected'Is actually in opera-

tion. Improvement of the program will require ciata-based decision about

the extent to which, the pro$ram modification has had good ef,fects on Wile

performance.discrepanQies. For that reason, care must be taken to insure
.r

that the time series data collected during initial assessment Are also

recorded andlgraphed when the program.plae is implemented.

4. Change some aspe6t of the program after 15 data points have.been

r plotted or three weeks, whichever comes first.

.5. _After a maximum of.three changes 'have been made, compare t'he

data'obtained prior to each program change*iwith thb'data obtained after

each program change to determine whether clear change in level or

.
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direction hasvrgaulted.

41.

6. Maintain those changes which have resulted in program. improve-,

ment and drop those which have not led to iiprovement.

Adherence to this routine leads to continuous program improvement,
)

and the improvement is reflectea in Ore graphed data. There is no

'guarantee that eaAf program ehange will be.successfui, but you will'
0

know when a change produces demonstrable success.

Learning to interpret graphs is like learni!ng any new concept. You

must practice with some assistance and feedback until you become pro-

ficient.

Program Certification: Were the problems solved'through program modifi-
.

cation?
*

.

Certifyi4 a programto be satisfactorily completed, like the identi-;

fication of important problems, involves both objective and subjective

judgments. Two types -of. pbjective data can 1,/obtained from the record
.

of a student's,performance which indicate that a'program is. successful:

1. Data showing that the progra;s/performance discrepancy has been

0
completely reduced (ac.tual performance and desired perf ance s -

lines are identical),

2. Data showing t hat the program as currently implemented will

A,
result in a complete reduction in he discrepancji by the end

of the school'year. (indicated by a trend in the data that, if'

projected, would coincide with the desireeperformance line).

Although objective data are.central DBPM, subjeCtivitv is always

a part of:decision making. ,Because subjectfvity has a significant in--

fluence in decidion making, it should be controlled as much as possible.
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\d
In DUN, the eontiol id exercised by making subjectivity explicit

/
1

xather than implicit and embeddinetthe yalues thlt influence pm:gram
A

4
i4 . *

certification decisions trx. a ,systematic kamework. '
..-

. .

The proceddres'in program certification aravirden4cal to the pro-
.

cedures that are usedNin'problem sefection. Vhatevex.data wove the basis
. ,

for determining ellebility in. ,the'first place are now the:basis air

determining whether, the program has been succesigul. The data needed

.are the Most r&cent discreplincy ratios for each behavior, for which a

piogram was devaloped and implemented, as well as data on all previous .

programs which were developed and completed during program implementatiofi.

All parties t'o the referral should be present (or at least invited
2
)

to participatellin this decision. The data shOuld be presented and each
-

person (including the student, if appropriate)igiven the oppOrtunity to

review the data, comment' on the recommelptions,--atribute addi-

tional data or recommendatpns.

The importance of making desires explicit at the outset oi modifying'

h program is manifest in the program certification process. Agreement

should be,fstablished in writing as a part of the originql 1EP. If

agteement is qbtained, then inciividual values regarding the pioblems

t
.and their importance are negotiated well before consideration of whètJer

\ the program has been satisfactorily completed. Thus, the IEP can be7.
used asV the. basis.for negotiating eventual program certification.

'Gallagher (1972) made siMilar recommendations.. Explicit conktractual'

agreements at the point of initial prMgram modification4lp to reduCe)

potential conflict,at the point of program terminatibn.

2
-See.P.L. 94-142 regarding parents' and students' rights to attend
and participate. .

9 5

$
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It sholJ< be noted that many problems ban be-sOlved more quickly and

simply,by renegotiating desired pprformance. To.do so requires that*

tbe individuals,r(sponsible for the atyelopment of students* educational

%programs realize that changes in desired.performance are reasonable. If

0

'bur pOhools are to be,pluralistic, in the sate sense.that-we presume our

American so
ic

iety ie, then.we tust be'open to-alternative developmental
.'

., .
, ---, .0.e

goals ag weil.as -alternative programs. To require all children to learn .$

.- ,
. . )

to-do or to become the sate (i.e., desired performance to be the same
, .. .

fbr all children), from this viewpoint is inappropriate. One'of the

'.*

responsibilities of prograt modifiers should be to impact on people's
..

desires as well as students' .performance.

4

14,

3
'4
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Data-4Bastid Program Modification:

,

Program Decisions and Dasta-Gathering Processes

, Decision Area (Question) Data-Gathering Process

Problem Selectioh

What are the problems that
provided impetus for the
referral and imply the
need for program' modifir
cation and special educe-
cation service?

Program SelecEion

What program plan is 'likely
to.be least restrictive and
yet effective in solving the
referrer's probIgm(s)?

Program OperatOnaliption

Is the agreed-upon program
modifidatioh being imple,-
mented AfNanned?

Program Improvement

Does the program modification
as implemented appear to be
moving toward problem solution?

Program Certification

Were the problei(s) solved
through program modification
(intervention)?,

Initial Needs,Assessment:

1. Determine* wholiirds performance expectations for

2. measure the current level and directiog of the
child!s perfermance;

3. compute the discrepancy ratio between the per-
formance expectations in the child's environ-

.... sent and'the child's actual level of performance,
4. espablish the importance rating (value) of

the discrepancy.

PrOgram Plapptng:

1. Develop p
tional goa

2. plan altern

sible long- and short-range. instruc-
related to discrepancy ratio,

tive instructional strategtes for
achieving the goals, '

3. recommend alternative administrative arrangements.
4. estimate time and resources necessary for attain-

Ang differenE goals using different modifications,,,
5. spekify forces working for or against different

modifications.

Implementation Evaluatipn_SInEervention):

Ap9raise discrepancy between implemented program
and planned program,
ascertain reasous for discrepancy if One exists,
propose alternative.ways to reduce diecrepancy
between planned and implemented program.

Progress Evaluation (Inte'rvention):,

1. Appraise progress on shIrt- and long-range
alternativisi

/. propose alwernapive relnstOns for progranwthat,
apparently, ere not affecting performapce grPilly,

gietcomeh:EvaWatiqp (Nonintervention):

-- Determine whether modifications have been
% successful in elidlinating the dl.screpancies

which led ta'initial referral.

1
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1

Table 2

Examples.of Types of Data Collected

Decision Tra4itiona1ly DEPM

Eligibility WISC IQ

Stanford Achievement

California Test of
'Personality

Discrepancies on mainstream
p cprriculum teaks:
- oral reading
- comprehension

- spelling

-math computation and concepts, etc.

Discrepancies in classroom:
-nofse
- physical costact
-out of place
- off iask

-social interaction, etc.

. Program Objectives ITPA

SRA Reading and
Meth

Informal Reading
( vInventory

Same as- for Eligibility

Progress Evaluation Percentage
jctives

of

maalerea

Teacher estimates.

"End of books' tests

Same- as.for Eligibility

Program Effective- Wide Range Achietre-

ness (ce.rtification) ment Test

Behavior'cheatilst

urrent curriculum
placement .

Same as for Eligibility

31)
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Directionsi: May be attached to referral form. Ask each person conceriled
with studert to complete a form.

.

.

. , .

Referee:. 47%kt,i. . Age/Grade ,/.5/16-: /0 Date
:

.

i. ,

Name of person complatfng this form: i'.71.!4e. A671;04,71.4,
.?

1 . '
0 ,

,

Specify, hose goal (terminal) behaviors whidh youlwculd most like to sees
attains throu h program moslification.

..o

Acadellic. .\s, .

; . *

.

Rank Acceptable Level of Performance

oat' .

(Z,.i.j.heoL)

f.ttle'tt(f/P9..c.."-ri G14:44)
:44.Leld.<1.11.4_1-4".;-

Social

_

4

NOL

40 P

After you complete youi liet, rank order t'Ore list in terms of those most
requiring immediate atteation.

Figure 1. Example of a Priority Ranking \Form

31
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.Figure 2. (a) A progress graph organination for an-ordered sequence A Objective
gylph organization for an established .curriculum in science.
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Figure 3. (a) A. performance 'graph for "oral reading from age/grade

\ appropriate reader." (b) A performance graph for number
of off-task behaviors. r 44G
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